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“It’s All Greek To Me!”
An Introduction to New Testament Greek

Pastor H. Carl Shank

Session #1

Course Information

Course Description

This course is a beginning course for lay people and pastors of the concepts, basic vocabulary 
and principles of New Testament Greek. Study of the Greek of the NT helps us reach a more 
accurate and biblically qualified understanding of concepts, terms and principles of the New 
Testament. The course will guide students through a knowledge of the Greek alphabet, major 
grammatical principles of NT Greek, conducting Greek-based word-studies, understanding 
how to use NT Greek textual tools, translation principles and perspectives and how to find out 
which Greek autographs are closest to the original manuscripts. Pastors and teachers will find 
this course most informative and helpful in doing NT Bible studies and preaching and 
teaching. 
There are 10 weeks of assignments of equal value, which can easily be expanded upon by the 
student’s ongoing study and application. The course calls for 4-6 hours of study time on each 
of the lessons, which are provided both via a PowerPoint format and recorded on YouTube 
files. Each lesson has an opening progress quiz along with a lesson assignment from the 
textbook and other sources. The lesson Powerpoints are adaptations of lessons in the textbook. 
The Video files add sound and video to the lessons, allowing the students to see and hear the 
Greek that is taught.

Course Outcomes

Upon successful completion of this course the student will:
1. Learn how to say and write the Greek alphabet.
2. Understand the basic grammatical principles of the Greek language for translation and

study purposes.
3. Do Greek-based word-studies using written and electronic tools.
4. Understand textual principles undergirding the Greek New Testament.
5. Understand translation principles and perspectives of the New Testament.
6. Engage in beginning translation of the NT from Greek to English.

Evaluation
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The 10 assignments have equal value. Every lesson must be completed to receive credit for the 
course. Grades will be granted as Excellent, Good, Needs Improvement, and No Credit. 
Grades will be determined through email responses to quizzes , assignments and vocabulary 
checks.

Required Reading/Study
Aland, Metzger, et al. The Greek New Testament, 4th Revised Edition with Dictionary. American 
Bible Society, 1998.
Mounce, William D. Greek for the Rest of Us: Mastering Bible Study Without Mastering Biblical 
Languages. Zondervan, 2003.Talk-Through-the-Book CD-ROM included.
Shank, H. Carl. “It’s All Greek To Me!” Course Notes with Assignments.  2007.     Shank, H. Carl.  
“It’s All Greek To Me!” PowerPoint Slides.  2007.                                                                          
Mounce, William. Biblical Greek Study Guide. Zondervan, 2005.
The Regular Verb Chart. BibleWorks, www.bibleworks.com, included on USB Drive.

Highly Recommended Resource (but not required)

Hubert, Zack. www.zhubert.com. An excellent online source for Greek New Testament lexical 
parsings.

Books for Further Reference, but not required for the course

Mounce, William D. Interlinear for the Rest of Us: The Reverse Interlinear for New Testament Word 
Studies. Zondervan, 2006.
Mounce, William D.  Basics of Biblical Greek: Workbook. Zondervan, 2003, 2nd ed.
Machen, J. Greshem & McCartney. New Testament Greek for Beginners. Prentice-Hall, 2003, 2nd 
edition.
Metzger, Bruce M. A Textual Commentary on the Greek New Testament. United Bible Societies, 
2005, 2nd revised edition.
Metzger, Bruce. Lexical Aids for Students of New Testament Greek. Grand Rapids: Baker Books, 
1997, 3rd ed.
Metzger, Bruce. The Text of the New Testament: Its Transmission, Corruption and Restoration. 
Oxford Univ. Press, 2005, 4th ed.
Bruce, F.F.  The New Testament Documents: Are They Reliable? Wm. Eerdmans, 2003.
Burton, Ernest deWitt. Syntax of the Moods and Tenses of New Testament Greek. Wipf & Stock 
Publishers, 2003.

Course Completion

This New Testament Greek course takes 10-12 weeks to complete. Ten weeks for the required 
sections with an additional two weeks for optional Lessons or more study.
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Assignments

Lesson 1: Why Study Greek?

View:
 Powerpoint #1 with Video 1. Read/Listen:

Mounce, Greek for Rest of Us, Preface – p. 18  
Book CD-ROM for pronunciation practice 
Write:

Write out and pronounce the Greek letters of the alphabet several times. (Use the Guide 
Sheets provided in the Course Notes.)
Do the Homework for Lesson #1 (Course Notes)

Lesson #2: The Greek Noun and “About Translations”

Starting Quiz:
Write and pronounce the Greek alphabet.
(Grade your pronunciation by listening to the alphabet on the CD-ROM and submit your 
score, from 1 (poor) to 10 (excellent)).

View:
 Powerpoint #2 with Video 2. 
Read:
 Mounce, Greek for Rest of Us, pp. 19 – 47, 222 – 223 
Write/Study:

Session #2 Homework on the Course Notes

Lesson #3: Greek Verbs and “Phrasing” (The Basics)

Starting Quiz:
Write the Greek alphabet.

 Translate the Greek words on your Course Notes, Session #3, Item 1. 
View:

Powerpoint #3 with Video 3.
Read:
 Mounce, pp. 48-50, 143-150, 55-79
Write/Study:

Session #3 Homework on the Course Notes

Lesson #4: Clauses and Phrases and “How To Read A Commentary”

Starting Quiz:
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Translate the Greek terms on your Course Notes, Session #4, Item 1a.
 “Phrase” John 3:16
View:

Powerpoint #4 with Video 4. Read:
 Mounce, pp. 51-54, 81-91, 237-250 
Write/Study:

Session #4 Homework on the Course Notes

Lesson #5: Adjectives, Phrases and Clauses and “Using Study Tools” 

Starting Quiz:
Translate the Greek phrases on Session 5, Item 1 a & b.

 “Phrase” John 1:1 and 1:10
View:

Powerpoint #5 with Video 5.
Read:
 Mounce, pp. 92-108, 165-175
Write/Study:

Session #5 Homework on the Course Notes

Lesson #6: Greek Verbs: Present and Future with “How To Do A Word Study” 

Starting Quiz:
Translate the Greek terms on Session #6, 1a.

 Find and translate John 3:16 in your Greek New Testaments
View:

Powerpoint #6 with Video 6.
Read:
 Mounce, pp. 143-156, 198-215
Write/Study:

Session #6 Homework on the Course Notes

Lesson #7: More Greek Verbs: Aorist, Imperfect and Perfect with “Word Studies, Part 2” 

Starting Quiz:
Translate the Greek terms on Session #7, 1a

 Phrase Romans 10:9,10
View:

Powerpoint #7 with Video 7.
Read:
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 Mounce, pp. 157-164, 198-220 (again)
Write/Study:

Session #7 Homework on the Course Notes

Lesson #8: More Greek Verbs: Greek Participles with “Word Studies, Part 3”

Starting Quiz: 
Translate the Greek terms on Session #8, 1a.

 Give the grammatical categories required in 1b. 
View:

Powerpoint #8 with Video 8.
Read:
 Mounce, pp. 178-185
Write/Study:

Session #8 Homework on the Course Notes

Lesson #9: More Greek Verbs: The Subjunctive and Infinitive with “Word Studies, Part 4” 

Starting Quiz:
 Translate the Greek terms on Session #9, 1a.
View:
 Powerpoint #9 with Video 9 
Read:
 Mounce, pp. 186-193
Write/Study:

Session #9 Homework on the Course Notes

Lesson #10: More Greek Verbs: Infinitives and Imperatives with “History of the Biblical 
Text and Lower Textual Criticism”

Starting Quiz:
 Do the “Final Progress Check” on Session #10
View:
 Powerpoint #10 with Video 10 
Read:
 Mounce, pp. 194-197 and 251-268
Write/Study:

No homework assigned.

(Optional) Lessons 11 & 12: Nouns and Their Cases

No Starting Quiz or Powerpoint supplied with this lesson
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Read:
 Mounce, pp. 221-236
Write/Study:

Mounce, Exercises, pp. 235-6
Review all vocabulary assigned

Course Outline Key

1. Introduction
1.1 Welcome
1.2 Overview
1.3 Course Goals
1.4 Course Curriculum
1.5 Course Requirements
1.6 Course Texts/Helps/Orientation
1.7 Why Study Greek?
1.8 Limitations

2. Getting Acquainted with Greek
2.1 The Greek Language
2.2 The Greek Alphabet
2.3 Pronunciation and Syllables
2.4 Practice

3. Building Blocks of Language
3.1 Nouns and their Use
3.2 Verbs and their Use
3.3 Clauses and Phrases
3.4 Basic Diagramming (“Phrasing”)
3.5 Understanding Translations

4. Modifying Ideas
4.1 Conjunctions
4.2 Adjectives
4.3 Phrases
4.4 Clauses
4.5 How To Read Commentaries
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5. Action (Greek Verbs 1)
5.1 Verbs in General
5.2 The Present Indicative Verb
5.3 The Future Indicative Verb
5.4 Past Tenses
5.5 Perfect Tenses
5.6 Paper and Electronic Tools

6. Action (Greek Verbs 2)
6.1 Participles
6.2 Subjunctives
6.3 Infinitives
6.4 Imperatives
6.5 How To Do A Word Study

7. Describing Things in Greek
7.1 The Nominative and Vocative Noun
7.2 The Accusative
7.3 The Dative
7.4 The Genitive
7.5 Bible History and Textual Criticism
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Introduction
1.3 Greek Course Goals

a. Become a “WORD-based” Christian and church

b. 2 Timothy 2:15

c. Increase familiarity with concordances, commentaries and tools

d. Foster a love for God’s Word and increasing depth of insight and devotion

1.7 Why Study Greek?
a. God’s WORDS are crucial and inspired.

b. To find out why translations differ.

c. To find out why churches and teachings differ.

d. To discover the meanings beneath the English words (Word Studies)

e. To have a more exact understanding of terms
E.G.  John 3:16  “so loved”
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f. To learn the basics of Bible study (exegesis/ “phrasing”)

g. To learn how to read commentaries

1.8 Limitations

Getting Acquainted with Greek
2.1 The Greek Language

2.2 The Greek Alphabet

a. 24 letters (p. 5)
b. 7 vowels (a( e( h( i( o( u( w )
c. “Sigma” (s) written as (j) at end of a word (avpostoloj)
d. CAPITALS (originally the NT written in ALL CAPS!) (KATA IWANNHN)

e. A “diphthong” is a combination of 2 vowels producing one sound (p. 6,7)

f. Two “breathing marks” – rough and smooth (p. 7) Every word beginning with a
vowel has a rough or smooth breathing mark.

n  Rough – u`per 

n  Smooth – avpostoloj
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 g. “Iota subscript” (not pronounced) sometimes under vowels ( avrch|)

 h. A “transliteration” is the equivalent of a letter in a different language.
    avpostoloj = apostolos
 
2.3 Pronunciation and Syllables

 a.  Greek words break apart (syllabify) much like English words (instinctive)  [rules    
   on p.17, 18]

 b. Three accents (placed over the vowel)
   (1)   Acute = aivte,w = aye-tay-oh (voice slightly raised)
   (2)   Grave = qeo.j = thay-os (voice stays level)
   (3)   Circumflex = u`mw/n = hu-mone (voice slightly up and down)

 c. Punctuation
   (1)  Comma ( , ) – qeo,j(
   (2)  Period ( . ) – qeo,j)
   (3)  Semicolon (;) – qeo,j\
   (4)  Question mark (?) – qeo,j*

2.4 Practice

   John 3:16  (p. 13 Text)

   ou¢ twß  ga»r  hj ga ¿ph sen   oJ   qe o\ß   to\n   ko/s mon, 

   w‚ ste   to\n   ui ˚o\n   to\n   mo no ge nhv   e ¶dw ken,  

   i ºna   pa◊ß   oJ   pi steu/ wn   ei˙ß   auj to\n   mh\   

   aÓ po /lh tai   aÓll∆ e¶ chØ   zw h\n   ai˙ w¿ ni on. 
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“It’s All Greek To Me!”
An Introduction to New Testament Greek

Session 1

HOMEWORK

1. Write out the Greek alphabet five (5) times. Practice pronouncing the letters as you write.

 a
 b
 g
 d
 e
 z
 h
 q
 i
 k
 l
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 m
 n
 x
 o
 p
 r
 s
 j
 t
 u
 f
 c
 y
 w
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2. Write out, repeating to yourself, the seven vowels.

3. Write out the four punctuation marks found in the Greek text using the Greek term for 
“God” – qeo,j

4. Syllabify the following passage from John 1:1-3 by circling the syllables

 ∆En aÓrchØv h™n oJ lo/goß, kai« oJ lo/goß h™n pro\ß to\n qeo/n, kai« 

qeo\ß h™n oJ lo/goß.  ou∞toß h™n e˙n aÓrchØv pro\ß to\n qeo/n.  pa¿nta 

di∆ aujtouv e˙ge÷neto, kai« cwri«ß aujtouv e˙ge÷neto oujde« eºn. o§   

ge÷gonen 
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“It’s All Greek To Me!”
An Introduction to New Testament Greek

Session 2

1. Quiz/Review

 a. Write and say the Greek Alphabet

 b. Write and say the Greek verbs and diphthongs

 c. Syllables
   • Very much like English syllables
   • One vowel (or diphthong) per syllable
   • A single consonant between two vowels goes with second vowel (av – ga, – ph)
   • Divide double consonants
   • Divide compound words

 d. Practice (and NEW! vocabulary words)
   •  a;nqrwpoj =  a;n – qrw – poj = a man (anthropology)

    • avpo, =  av – po, = from (apostasy)

    • auvto,j =  auv – to,j = himself, herself, itself; he, she, it (automatic)

    • ga,r =  ga,r = for 

    • gi,nomai =  gi, – no – mai = I become, am 

    • de, =  de, = but, and

   • dia, =  di – a,  = through; on account of

    • evgw, =  ev – gw, = I (egotism)

    • eivmi, =  eiv – mi, = I am

    • ei=pon =  ei=-pon = I said 

    • eivj =  eivj = into (like reading into something) 

    • evk =  evk = out of, from (ecstasy, exodus)
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    • evn =  evn = in (enthusiast)

    • evpi, =  ev - pi, = over, on, on basis of, at (epidermis)

   •  qeo,j =  qe – o,j = God (theology)

     • i]na=  i] - na= in order that, that 

   •  ku,rioj=  ku – ri – oj = Lord, the Lord

    • kai,= kai,= and, even, also

3.1. English Grammar: The Noun (Text, pp. 44–47)

 1.. “Noun” = person, place or thing

 2. “Number” = singular or plural

   • “Students should study like this student.”

 3. “Gender” = masculine, feminine, neuter

   • “He gave it to her.”

 4. “Adjective” = modifies a noun or pronoun

 5. “Declension” = how a word breaks down in a phrase

 6. “Preposition” = relates two words

   • “The book is under the bed.”

 7. “Inflexion” = change of word form to perform a different function in a sentence (p. 44)

   • 3rd person pronoun (he, she, it; his, her; its) (p. 44)

   • “He walked his dog to her house with its leash.”

 8. “Case” = function of a noun in a sentence (p. 45)

   a. Subjective = subject of sentence = He ran to the store.

   b. Possessive = shows possession = His store is closed.

   c. Objective = direct object of action = The clerk insulted him.

3.11 Greek Nouns

 1. Nouns in Greek also have gender, number and case

 2. Gender can be masculine, feminine or neuter.

    a. o` indicates masculine

    b. h` indicates feminine
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    c. to, indicates neuter

  3. Number is singular or plural

   • The plural of “man” (a;nqrwpoj) is “men” (a;nqrwpoi)

 4. Greek CASE is nominative, genitive, dative, accusative or vocative and can be spotted   
   by its “ending” in Greek

   a. Nominative (subjective) = subject of sentence

     “A man (a;nqrwpoj) marched home.”

   b. Genitive (possessive) 

     “fingers of a man (avnqrw,pou)”

   c. Dative = indirect object

     “a word to a man (avqrw,pw|)”

   d. Accusative (objective) = direct object

     “Paul was a man (a;nqrwpon).”

   e. Vocative = direct address

     “ Man ( a;nqrwpe), help yourself!”

   f. Dative = indirect object

     “a word to a man (avqrw,pw|)

3.5. About Translations ( pp. 19–42)

 1. Need to understand the nature of language and communication

   a. Want the “meaning” of Scripture

   b. Have to go through words and grammar

   c. Have to rely on others as they translate 

 2. If it is the same Bible, why are translations so very different at times?
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 3. Audience issues

   a. “To whom am I writing?” Children? Adults? Inner City?

   b. Complexity of sentence structure (e.g. Ephesians 1:3–14)

   c. KJV – 12th grade reading level

   d. NIV – 8th to 9th grade level

   e. Christian vocabulary vs. nonChristian vocabulary

   f. Public or liturgical readings?

   g. Ability to memorize easily?

   h. Illustrations:

     • Romans 11:16 (p. 22)

 4. Words or Meaning?

   a. The issue: How do I translate so that to an English American reader, my meaning is 
the same as Matthew, for instance, wrote to his original audience?

  b. “Authorial intent”

   c. “Formal equivalence” = word-for-word approach (NASB)

   d. “Dynamic (functional) equivalence” = conveys same meaning (NIV)

 5. Problems with Formal Equivalence

   a. Interpretive problems: All translation involves interpretation! Note John 2:4 –

      le÷gei aujthØv oJ ∆Ihsouvß: ti÷ emoi« kai« soi÷ . . .

     • “Jesus says to her: ‘What to me and to you?’” (Gk)
     • “Why do you involve me?” (NIV)
     • “What do I have to do with you? (NASB)
     • “What have you to do with me?” (RSV)
     • “How does that concern you and me?” (NLT)
     • “What have I to do with thee?” (KJV)
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   b. Distortion of meaning

     • po,lij = “city” for both Nazareth (Matt. 2:23) and Jerusalem (Matt. 4:5)

     • “mind not high things” (Rom. 12:16 KJV)

      • Important issues?  OR

      • Being proud?

 6. Problems with Dynamic Equivalence

   a. Not enough attention to sentence structure

     (1) “Go and make disciples” (Matt. 28:19 NIV)

      • poreuqe÷nteß oun maqhteu/sate . . .

      • “go (participle) therefore make disciples (action) . . .”

      • Great Commission not to “go” but to “make disciples”!

   b. Overly interpretive

     • “Not many of you should presume to be teachers, my brothers and sisters”   
      (James 3:1 TNIV)

       aÓdelfoi÷ alone used!

      A theological decision!

   c. Misses strength of the original terms used

     • 1 Timothy 2:1 – 6 uses SAME term for “people” (aÓnqrw¿pwn)

     • English translations avoid using same word, but use synonyms

 7. Other Problems

   a. Ambiguity

     • “For the love of Christ controls us” (2 Cor. 5:14)

     • Is it Christ’s love for me?

     • Is it my love for Christ?

   b. Move from implicit (Greek) to explicit (English) (E.G. 1 Peter 1:8 adds “him”)

   c. Adding to the story

   d. Avoid possible misunderstanding

     • “Looks at a woman to lust for her . . .” (NASB)

   e. Sensitivity to cultural norms
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     • Song of Solomon’s sexual explicit language?

     • Phil. 3:8 “dung” used but NIV says “rubbish”

   f. Theological biases

     • Isaiah 7:14 “young woman” (RSV) or “virgin” (NIV)

   g. Inclusive language

     • “him” or “her” or ambiguous?

     • Matthew 18:15 – “If your brother sins against you . . .”

      “If another member of the church sins against you . . .” (NRSV)

   h. Politics and money

 8. Conclusions

  a. Adopt one “major” translation as your main Bible, whether formal (NASB) or 
dynamic (NIV)

   b. Check it against another major translation when studying verses

  c. Be careful of “idolizing” a particular version

  d. Get back to the original languages when possible

      Formal
      Equivalency

      Dynamic
      Equivalency

      
      Paraphrase
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“It’s All Greek To Me!”
An Introduction to New Testament Greek

Session 2

HOMEWORK

1. Write and repeat the Greek Alphabet 5 times.

2. Memorize the following Greek vocabulary terms:

 a;nqrwpoj = man (anthropos)*     (*Only a pronunciation help. Not the real thing!!)
 avpo, = from   (apo)
 auvto,j = him/her/itself  (owtos)
 ga,r = for  (gar)
 gi,nomai = I become, am  (ginomy)
 de, = but, and  (de)
 dia, = through  (dia)
  evgw, = I   (eggo)
   eivmi = I am  (ame)
  ei=pon = I said  (apon)
   eivj = into  (ice)
   evk = out of, from  (ek)
 evn = in  (en)
    evpi = over, on, against  (epi)
   qeo,j = a god, God   (thayos)
   i[na = in order that, that   (hina)
  ku,rioj = a Lord, the Lord  (kurios)
   kai, = and, even, also  (kye)
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3. Study John 3:16 below or in your Greek New Testament and answer the following   
 questions:

 a. Break the verse words into their proper syllables

 b. What words can you now identify in the verse? Underline or highlight them.

 c. What can you tell about the term for “God” in this verse in the Greek?

 d. What can you tell about the term for “son” in this verse in the Greek?

 ou¢twß ga»r hjga¿phsen oJ qeo\ß to\n ko/smon, w‚ste to\n uio\n to\n monogenhv e¶dwken, iona   
 pa◊ß oJ pisteu/wn eiß aujto\n mh\ aÓpo/lhtai aÓll∆ e¶chØ zwh\n aiw¿nion. 
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“It’s All Greek To Me!”
An Introduction to New Testament Greek

Session 3

1.  Quiz

 a. Write the Greek alphabet

 b. Translate the following Greek words:
   a;nqrwpoj

   avpo,

   auvto,j

   ga,r

   gi,nomai

   de,

   dia,

     evgw,

     eivmi

     ei=pon

     eivj

     evk

   evn

      evpi

     qeo,j

     i]na

    ku,rioj

     kai,

2. Review: Greek Nouns

 a. Nouns in Greek have gender, number and case
 b. Gender can be masculine, feminine or neuter
  c. Number is singular or plural
  d. Case is noted by the “endings” of the Greek terms 
   • Nominative = a;nqrwpoj, a;nqrwpoi

   • Genitive (of) = avnqrw,pou( avnqrw,pwn

   • Dative (to/for) = avnqrw,pw|, avnqrw,poij
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   • Accusative = a;nqrwpon, avnqrw,pouj

   • Vocative = a;nqrwpe 

 e. Come back to this in Section 7 (Chs. 25ff)

3.2 Verbs and Their Use 

 1. A verb describes an action or state of being
   a. Tom threw the ball.
   b. Tom is the man.
 2. English verbs have three persons
   a. First person = I am the student. (We are . . .)
   b. Second = You are the student. (You are . . .)
   c. Third = It is not warm. (They are . . .)
 3. Verbs must “agree” with the subject in person and number
   a. Tense refers to time of action in English
     • Present = I eat.
     • Past = I ate.
     • Past participle = I have eaten.
 4. Voice refers to how the verb relates to its subject
   a. Active voice = I ran.
     • Subject doing action
   b. Passive = The dogs are being leashed.
     • Subject being acted upon
   c. Aspect refers to the “type” of verb action
     • Continuous = I am studying Greek.
     • Perfect = I have studied Greek.
     • Undefined = I studied Greek all night.

 5. Page 50 Chart

 6. Mood indicates the relationship between the verb and reality
   a. Indicative mood (an assertion) = I am sweating.
   b. Subjunctive Mood (a wish) = I might sweat.
   c. Imperative Mood (a command) = Sweat!

4.  Greek Verbs: Basics (Sec. 5.1; Chapter 14)

 1. Greek verbs have person, number and agreement
  2. NOTE: Verbs have no “case” or “gender”
 3. The key to Greek verbs lies in their personal endings (p. 147)
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   a. lu,w = I loose. 
   b. lu,ete = You loose.
   c. lu,omen = We loose.
 4. Aspect refers to the type of action a Greek verb describes
   a. A simple event = I studied last night.
   b. A process = I was studying last night.
   c. Galatians 2:12
     sunh/sqien = “ate” (RSV) or “ate often” (NIV)
   d. Mark 8:34
     • “deny” and “take up” = simple events
     • “follow” = a process event
 
 5. Three aspects in Greek verbs
   a. Continuous = ongoing process
     • 1 Tim. 4:6 = brought up (NIV) (“constantly nourished”)
   b. Perfect = a past action completed but its effects carry into the present
     • Gal. 4:22 = ge,graptai -- “it is written” (it stands written)
   c. Undefined = a simple event
     • John 3:16 = hvga,phsen  -- “God so loved . . .”

 6. Tense in Greek verbs refers to both aspect and time
   a. E.G. Aorist tense (Ch. 17) = undefined action that usually occurs in past time
   b. Greek verbs have active, passive and middle voices
     • lu,w = I loose (active)
     • lu,omai = I am loosed  (passive)
   c. Luke 10:42 (middle) = Mary has chosen [for herself] the good part [p. 148]
   d. Deponent verbs have a passive or middle form but active meaning (indicated by   
     ending omai)
 7. A “divine passive” is a Greek verb whose implied subject is God
   a. Matt. 5:4 = “. . . For they shall be comforted.”
   b. A Greek sentence does not require an expressed subject
     • evgw. le,gw and le,gw = “I say”
   c. Greek may drop a verb’s direct object
     • 1 Pet. 1:8 = “whom not seeing you love”
     • NIV adds “him”

 8. Chart, p. 147
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3.4 Phrasing & Diagramming A Passage

 1. Why “phrasing”?* (*discourse analysis)
   a. To discover the flow of the text
    b. To ascertain the main idea or thought
   c. To visually see what the author meant
   d. To contrast the secondary from the key thoughts
 2. Two major steps
    a. Find the beginning and end of a passage (pericope)
   b. Break passage into manageable sections
   c. A “passage” = all the verses that make up a complete idea or thought to an author
 3. How to find passage sections or “breaks”
   a. Major shifts of topics
   b. Shifts in audience
   c. Other kinds of shifts
   d. Changes in key words or themes
   e. Transitional words or phrases
   f. Choose a reliable translation (NASB, NIV)
   g. Sample on p. 58 (1 Peter 1:1-13)

 4. Step 2: Identify the sections of a passage
   a. Concentrate on the “structure” not the words or meaning
   b. Read and re-read until it becomes noticeable
   c. Sample p. 60

 5. Step 3: Break the sections into phrases
   a. A “phrase” is an assertion or a proposition, or something that has meaning; that   
     makes sense
   b. Try to “phrase” p. 62

 6. Step 4: Identify the Main and Modifying phrases
   a. Look for a main subject and main verb that controls the phrase
   b. Look for a verb in the indicative mood
   c. Find “linking” words for secondary phrases
   
 7. Study pp. 69-77 for more examples
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“It’s All Greek To Me!”
An Introduction to New Testament Greek

Session 3

HOMEWORK

1. Vocabulary #2

 e;rcomai = I come, go
 e;cw = I have, hold
 kata, = down from, against, according to
 o`( h`( to, = the (masculine, fem, neuter)
 o[j( h[( o[ = who, which
 o[ti = that, because
 ou-toj( au[th( tou/to = this; he, her, it
 ouv( ouvk( ouvc = not
 pa/j( pa/sa( pa/n = all, every
 poie,w = I do or make (poem)
 pro,j = to, towards, with
 ti,j( ti, = who? what? which? why?
 tij( ti = someone, something
 w`j = that, how, about

2.  ou¢twß ga»r hjga¿phsen oJ qeo\ß to\n ko/smon, w‚ste to\n uiJo\n to\n monogenhv e¶dwken, i¢na   
 pa◊ß oJ pisteu/wn eiÓß aujto\n mh\ aÓpo/lhtai aÓll∆ e¶chØ zwh\n aijw¿nion. 

 a. What words can you identify in this sentence?

 b. Can you find the main verb?

 c. Using “phrasing,” phrase this sentence. (Use NIV or NASB or KJV)
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3. Read Chapters 6 & 14

4. Questions #1 and #4 on p. 77

5. Optional:
 a. Questions #2, #3 on p. 77
 b. Read ahead: Chapters 7, 25, 26
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“It’s All Greek To Me!”
An Introduction to New Testament Greek

Session 4

1. Quiz/Review

 a. Translate the following Greek terms
   e;rcomai

   e;cw

   kata, 

   o`( h`( to, 

   o[j( h[( o[ 

   o[ti

   ou-toj( au[th( tou/to 

   ouv( ouvk( ouvc

   pa/j( pa/sa( pa/n

   poie,w

   pro,j

   ti,j( ti, 

   tij( ti

   w`j

    kai,

 b. Review: Phrase John 3:16
   (For) God so [in this way] loved the world  [main thought]
      that he gave his one and only Son [main dependent clause]
       that whoever believes in him [sub-dependent clause]
        shall not perish [sub-dependent clause]
        but have eternal life [sub-dependent clause]

 c. Review: Phrase 1 Thes. 5:16-22
     Be joyful always;  
     pray continually;  
     give thanks in all circumstances, 
 (For) this is God’s will for you in Christ Jesus. 
     Do not put out the Spirit’s fire;  

   a;nqrwpoj

   avpo,

   auvto,j

   ga,r

   gi,nomai

   de,

   dia,

     evgw,

     eivmi

     ei=pon

     eivj

     evk

   evn

      evpi

     qeo,j

     i[na

     ku,rioj
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     do not treat prophecies with contempt.  
     Test everything, 
      Hold on to the good.  
     Avoid every kind of evil. 

2. Review of English Clauses and Phrases (Sec. 3.3)

 a. Chapter 7 in text (pp. 51ff)
 b. A clause is a group of related words with a subject and verb
   • I will serve God because I love Him.
 c. A phrase is a group of words without a subject/verb combination
   • Because of love, I will serve God.
 d. A clause can be
   (1) Dependent (subordinate) and does not stand on its own 
     • This book, “which I am reading now,” excites me.
     • Never contains the main subject/verb
     • Modifies the main thought
   (2) Independent and can stand on its own
     • I am serving God since I love Him.
   (3) Look for the main thought in such clauses
 e. A conjunction is a “connecting” word
   (1) Coordinating conjunctions connect independent clauses
     • The Word was with God and the Word was God.
   (2) Subordinate conjunctions begin a dependent clause and usually link it to an    
     independent clause (because, if, since, when, where)
     • I serve God because I love God.
 
 f. Types of phrases in English
   (1) Prepositional – “The toy is under the bed.”
   (2) Participial – “After eating the cake, I felt sick.”
   (3) Phrases and clauses can themselves act as a noun, or an adjective or adverb
     • He who is not for us is against us. (adjective)
     • Drive with care. (adverb)

 g. A sentence has a subject and a predicate
    (1) The “subject” is the subject of the main verb
   (2) The “predicate” is everything else including the verb
     • “The big dog lying under the table [subject] eats table crumbs.” [predicate]
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 h. Types of sentences (p. 54)
   (1) Simple – “I love Greek!”
   (2) Compound – “Sally loves Greek and Carl loves Hebrew.”
   (3) Complex – one independent clause with one or more dependent clauses
     • “When I think of Greek class, I smile!”
   (4) Compound-complex 
     • “I went to class, and he went home because he was sick.”

3. Greek Conjunctions (Sec. 4.1)

 a. Greek is a hypotactic language
   (1) Tends to have a main clause with modifying dependent clauses
   (2) English and Hebrew are paratactic, on the other hand
     Links independent clauses together linearly with “and” or “but”
 b. Chapter 9, pp. 82ff.
   (1) Greek conjunctions play special roles
    (2) Almost every sentence in Greek narrative begins with a conjunction (e.g. John 3:16 –   
     “for” / ga/r )  
   (3) A range of meanings
     de/ = “and” or “but”
   (4) Signals interpretation differences and challenges
 c. Coordinate conjunctions
   (1) Link grammatically equal units (e.g. two sentences, subjects, etc.)
    (2) kai/ = most common (p. 83)
     • If at beginning of a sentence, marks continuation of previous verse(s)
     • “and”/ “or” – Phil. 4:9 (NASB vs. NIV)
     • “even”/ “also” – Rom. 8:29
     • “but” – Matt. 12:43
   (3) de/ = weaker connective (p. 84f)
     • Often not translated (e.g. Matt. 1:2)
     • Sometimes “stronger” = “and” (John 3:19)
     • “Now” or “then” = Acts 2:5
     • A weak adversative = “but” (Mark 15:23)
     • A section “marker” in the text = Luke 24:36–43
   (4) ga/r = “for”; gives reason for something (p. 86)
     • John 3:16
     • Continuation of idea = Rom. 1:19, 20
   (5) ajlla/ = a strong “but” (adversative) (p. 86)
     • Matt. 5:17 = “but rather”
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     • Matt. 11:8 = “if not”
     • Mark 4:22 = “except”
   (6) ou=n = inferential conjunction; “therefore” (p. 87f)
     • Rom. 12:1
     • Transitional conjunction = “then” (John 9:18)
   (7) h¡ = “or” (p. 88)
     • Matt. 5:18

  d. Subordinate conjunctions (p. 88)
   (1) Introduce dependent clauses
   (2) o]ti = “because” (Rom. 5:5) or “that” (Jn 15:18)
   (3) i]na = “in order that” or “that” and indicates purpose or result
     • John 3:16
   (4) eiv = conditional conjunction; “if” (p. 89)
     • Luke 22:67

 e. Coordinate conjunctions
   (1) eva,n = “if” (another form of eiv ) (p. 89)
   (2) eiv mh, = an “idiom” meaning “except”
   (3) o[te = temporal conjunction, “when” (p. 89)
     • Gal. 4:4

 f. Correlative conjunctions (Memory Work!)
   (1) Pairs of conjunctions that work together
     me,n ) ) ) de, = on one hand . . . but on the other (Matt. 9:37)
     kai, ) ) ) kai, = both . . . and
      h; ) ) ) h; = either . . . or
     mh,te ) ) ) mh,te = neither . . . nor
     ou;te ) ) ) ou;te = neither . . . Nor (Rev. 3:15)
     ouvk ) ) ) avlla (or de,) = not . . . but
     te ) ) ) kai, = both . . . and

4. Reading Commentaries (Sec. 4.5)

 a. Begin always with yourself before God!
   • Your Bible study
   • Your “phrasing” the passage
   • Your praying over the Word of God
   • Read and re-read the passage depending on God to reveal it to you
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 b. Why read commentaries?
   (1) Provide “checks-and-balances” over interpretation, including yours!
   (2) An answer questions of a text you will never ask
   (3) Can raise questions in a text you have never thought of
   (4) Can provide historical, geographical, archaeological background to a text

 c. How to read a commentary
   (1) Find out what biblical writer meant to convey to his readers. (Authorial intent)
     • “Exegesis” = Drawing the meaning out of the text
     • “Eisegesis” = Reading your own meaning into text
   (2) Remember Bible not a “quick-read” novel
     • Bible Study, not Bible Skimming needed!
   (3) Find out the “main theme” of the passage
   (4) Find the relationships among the phrases
   (5) Seek to understand the theologically significant words, phrases and terms
   (6) Be wary of “allegorical” interpretations
     • E.G.  Song of Solomon interpretations
   (7) Understand the “genre” of the text -- narrative, epistle, parable, prophecy, poetry, 
   (8) Understand the “setting” of the passage -- cultural, historical, geographical, etc.
   (9) Get to know the biblical author of the passage
   (10) Use the “analogy of faith” principle: the biblical writers do not contradict    
      themselves
   (11) Go as far as your understanding and knowledge will allow you when    
      “specializing”
   (12) Look for application principles for today

 d. How To Choose A Good Commentary
   (1) Read a variety and do some sorting
   (2) Pick a commentary that meets your needs
     • Textual meaning?
     • Textual background?
     • Theological?
     • In-depth analysis or broad principles?
   (3) Ask yourself: When I read this commentary do I end up knowing more about the   
     biblical text or just things about it?
   (4) Is the writer a “devotional” writer, spending little time with the text and more time   
     on “what it means to me?”  BE CAREFUL!
   (5) Does the author argue fairly?
     • Be careful of “straw man” writers and commentators
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     • Beware of words like “clearly,” “obviously” and so forth
     • Does the author berate rather than discuss other opinions?
   (6) Does the author treat the Bible with respect?
   (7) Does the writer simply debate other opinions rather than making the text clearer?
   (8) Seek to understand the “theological grid” of the writer
     • E.G.  Barclay’s commentaries -- miracles?
   (9) Don’t be misled by number of pages or footnotes!

 e. Suggested Commentaries (pp. 247ff)
   (1) One-volume commentaries
     • Matthew Henry (old, but sound and practical)
     • Zondervan NIV Bible Commentary
   (2) Commentary sets
     • Tyndale NT Commentaries
     • IVP New Testament Commentaries
     • Expositor’s Bible Commentary
   (3) Individual book commentaries
     • See listing on pp. 249-250
   (4) Be aware most evangelical commentaries are written by scholars who veer toward a   
     more “Calvinistic” theological bent
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“It’s All Greek To Me!”
An Introduction to New Testament Greek

Session 4

HOMEWORK

1. Read Chapters 9 & 29 
2. Write out the phrasing for Mark 2:1-15
3. Vocab #3
     me,n ) ) ) de, = on one hand . . . but on the other (Matt. 9:37)
     kai, ) ) ) kai, = both . . . and
      h; ) ) ) h; = either . . . or
     mh,te ) ) ) mh,te = neither . . . nor
     ou;te ) ) ) ou;te = neither . . . Nor (Rev. 3:15)
     ouvk ) ) ) avlla (or de,) = not . . . but
     te ) ) ) kai, = both . . . and
     a[gioj( &a( &on = saints; holy ones
     avdelfo,j = brother (Philadelphia)
     avkou,w = I hear (acoustics)
     avlla, = but, except
     avnh,r( avndro,j = man
     gh/( gh/j = earth (fem.)
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“It’s All Greek To Me!”
An Introduction to New Testament Greek

Session 5

1. Quiz/Review

 a. Translate the following using the provided “helps” and your current vocabulary and   
   grammar:
   ∆En            aÓrchØv       h•n   oJ   lo/goß, kai«   oJ   lo/goß   h•n 
   ____  [the] beginning was ___   Word,  _____  ____  ______ ______
   pro\ß to\n qeo/n, kai«  qeo\ß  h•n   oJ   lo/goß. (John 1:1)
   ________  ____, ___  _____ ____ __  ______.

 b. evn   twˆ◊   ko/smwˆ             h•n, kai      oJ    ko/smoß   di∆ aujtouv 
          ____  ____   world     (___) ____  ____   ____  ________    __________
   evge÷neto,         kai«   oJ      ko/smoß         aujto\n    oujk 

   came to be        ____    ___   ________      _______      ______
     e¶gnw. (John 1:10)
     did know

 c. Phrase John 1:1 and 1:10.

 d. (Homework)  Mark 2:1-12

      And (kai.) when he returned to Capernaum after some days, 
       it was reported that he was at home. 
      And many were gathered together, 
       so that there was no longer room for them, 
        not even about the door; 
      And he was preaching the word to them.
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      And they came, 
       bringing to him a paralytic carried by four men. 
      And when they could not get near him because of the crowd, 
       they removed the roof above him; 
      and when they had made an opening, 
       they let down the pallet on which the paralytic lay. 
      And when Jesus saw their faith, 
       he said to the paralytic, ‘My son, your sins are forgiven.’ 

      Now (de,,) some of the scribes were sitting there, 
      (and) questioning in their hearts, 
       ‘Why does this man speak thus? 
       It is blasphemy! 
       Who can forgive sins but God alone?’ 

      And immediately [as a result/immediately – kai. euvqu.j] Jesus, 
       perceiving in his spirit that they thus questioned within themselves, 
      (therefore) said to them, ‘Why do you question thus within your hearts? 
      Which is easier, to say to the paralytic, ‘Your sins are forgiven,” 
      or to say, “Rise, take up your pallet and walk?’ 

      But (de.) that you may know that the Son of Man has authority on earth to forgive   
       sins – 
      (to this end) he said to the paralytic – 
      ‘I say to you, rise, take up your pallet and go home.’ 

      And he rose, 
      and immediately took up the pallet 
      and went out before them all; 
 so that [as a result] they were all amazed 
      and glorified God, 
      saying, ‘We never saw anything like this!’

2. Keep in mind . . .

 a. Don’t let the “trees” obscure the “forest!” MAIN GOAL:  To understand God’s Word 
better and more accurately.

 b. Keep the “trees” in proper proportion and perspective.
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3. Using Adjectives (Sec. 4.2, Chapter 10)

 a. An adjective is a word that modifies a noun (or another adjective)
 b. Adjectives can be “regular” (attributive)
   • He was a good student.
 c. Adjectives can be in English word-order
   • article-adjective-noun (“a good student”)
   • aÓpo\ thvß prw¿thß hJme÷raß . . . (Phil. 1:5) (from the first day . . .) 
 d. Adjectives can also be in article-noun-adjective order:
   • to\ pneuvma to\ a‚gion 

      “The Spirit the Holy” = the Holy Spirit
  e. Adjectives are in the same case, number and gender of the word they modify
  f. Adjectives can be substantive ( = acts like nouns)
   • Out with the old and in with the new!
   • Matthew 6:13--  rJuvsai hJma◊ß aÓpo\ touv ponhrouv. 

      “deliver us from the evil (one)”

4. Phrases and Clauses

 a. A phrase is a group of words without a subject/verb combination
   • Because of love, I will serve God.

 b. A clause is a group of related words with a subject and verb
   • I will serve God because I love Him.

5. Using Phrases (Section 4.3, Chapter 11)

 a. All grammatical phrases are “dependent” (No subject and verb)
 b. Prepositional phrases are common in Greek
 c. Preposition = a word indicating the relationship between two words
   • The student sleeps (on the bed) (after the ball game).
   • A “spatial” relationship and a “temporal” one
 d. A Greek preposition “governs” the “case” of its object – genitive, dative or accusative
 e. Some prepositions always require their objects to be in one case, thus
   • evn = object in dative case
   • evk = object in genitive case
   • eivj = object in accusative case
 f. Other prepositions can have the object in any case (except the nominative)

 g. Two key facts about prepositions
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   (1) They can have a wide range of meaning
      • evn = “in,” “among,” “into,” “with,” etc.
   (2) The case of the object governs the meaning of the preposition
      • “written through the prophet” (Matt. 2:5) – dia» touv profh/tou:

      • “hated on account of / because of my name” (Matt. 10:22) – dia» to\ o¡noma¿ mou:

 h. Participial phrases are dependent phrases with an “–ing” word
   • “seeing the big man”
 i. Translators often turn participial phrases in the Greek into independent clauses for 

readability
   • E.G.  Ephesians 1:3-14 is ONE Greek sentence
    • The NIV breaks it up into 8 sentences and 2 paragraphs for readability
   • This can create translation problems, however!

 j. Participial phrase vs. independent clause
   • “Therefore go and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them . . .” (Matt. 28:19)
   • poreuqe÷nteß ou•n maqhteu/sate pa¿nta ta» e¶qnh, bapti÷zonteß . . .

      “Go” (poreuqe÷nteß )= a participal, NOT the main verb
      “make disciples” (maqhteu/sate  ) = main verb

 k. Prepositions that end with a vowel drop the vowel when the next word begins with a 
vowel (elision)

   • meta. auvto,n = met vauvto,n 
   • meta. h`mw/n = meq vh`mw/n

6. Using Clauses (Section 4.4, Chapter 12)

 a. A clause can be
   (1) Dependent (subordinate) and does not stand on its own 
     • This book, “which I am reading now,” excites me.
     • Never contains the main subject/verb
     • Modifies the main thought
   (2) Independent and can stand on its own
     • I am serving God since I love Him.
 b. Look for the main thought in such clauses
 c. Relative clauses are common
   (1) Starts with a “relative” pronoun (who, whose, whom, which, that)
     • Write a letter to those who helped.
   (2) The “antecedent” is the word the pronoun represents
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     • Must agree in gender and number with pronoun
     • Translators may substitute antecedent for the pronoun
     • May be difficult to see in English due to Greek grammar
     • LITERAL = “revelation of righteous judgment of God who he will give to each   
      according to the works of him. . .” (Rom. 2:5b-6) (p. 104)
     • aÓpokalu/yewß dikaiokrisi÷aß touv qeouv  o§ß aÓpodw¿sei eÓka¿stwˆ kata» ta»    
      e¶rga aujtouv: 

 d. Adverbial clauses
   (1) Work at keeping these clauses together
   (2) Be sure to identify the beginning and end of the clause or phrase
     • “[I pray – added by translators]that out of his glorious riches he may strengthen   
      you . . .” (Eph. 3:16)
     • i≠na dwˆ◊ uJmivn kata» to\ plouvtoß thvß do/xhß aujtouv duna¿mei krataiwqhvnai . . .   
      (a content clause in Greek)

 e. Conditional sentences and clauses
   (1) “If . . .then . . .”   types of sentences (protasis . . .  apodosis)
   (2) First class (condition of fact)
     • If it rains, then I use an umbrella.
     • eiv (“if”) plus indicative verb
     • If something is true, then such and such will follow 
     • Does not mean the “if” statement is absolutely true (= “since”), just assumed for   
      sake of argument (SEE Matt 5:29)

   (3) Second class conditional (contrary to fact)
     • eiv (“if”) plus indicative in Greek
     • If something is so (even though it is not) then such and such would occur
     • “None of the rulers of this age understood it, for if they had, they would not have   
      crucified the Lord of glory.” (1 Cor. 2:8 NIV)

   (4) Third Class (more probable future condition)
     • eva,n = “If” + verb in subjunctive mood
     • If some specific event in the future happens (as is likely) then something else will   
      happen
     • Used to state a general, axiomatic truth
      “If anyone walks in the day, he does not stumble . . “ (John 11:9)
     • The stated truth is “timeless”
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7. Using Study Tools (Sec. 5.6)

 a. Getting at the Greek behind the English
   (1) The English-Greek New Testament: A Reverse Interlinear
     • Keeps the English word order and alters the Greek to match the English text (p.   
      165)
   (2) Major software
     • Accordance (Macintosh)
     • BibleWorks (PC)
 b. An Exhaustive Concordance
   (1) The NIV Exhaustive (p. 168) (NIV Bible)
     • “Love” in Matt. 19:19
     • Given a unique number to the right = “26”
     • Go to the back of the Concordance
     • Find “26” = agapao = avgapa,w
 
   (2) Strong’s  (KJV Bible)

 c. Handhelds
   (1) MyBible and PocketBible from Laridian.com
    (2) BibleReader from OliveTree.com
   (3) www.Gramcord.org

 d. Concordance Use
   (1) Choose a word – “delivered”
     • 160 verses
   (2) Look up word surrounding it – “Satan”
     • 53 verses
    (3) Look up more obscure word – “blaspheme”
     • 6 verses
   (4) Look up related word(s)

 e. Concordance limitations
   (1) Not all the verses on a topic will be listed
     • E.G. “prayer” – Bible talks about “prayer” without using actual term
   (2) Use a “topical” Bible – Nave’s Topical Bible
    (3) Use a concordance based on Bible version you are using
   (4) Shows only a limited context for a term
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 f. Dictionaries
   (1) Any English Dictionary NOT to be used to determine Greek meanings!
   (2) Evangelical Dictionary of Theology (Baker Pub.)
   (3) New Bible Dictionary (InterVarsity)

 g. Other helpful books
   (1) A Survey of the New Testament (Robert Gundry)
   (2) A Theology of the New Testament (George Ladd)
   (3) New Testament History (F.F. Bruce)
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“It’s All Greek To Me!”
An Introduction to New Testament Greek

Session 5

HOMEWORK

1. Vocab #4 (Keep working on previous vocab lists!)
   ginw,skw = I know, learn, realize
   gunh,( gunaiko,j( h` = a woman, wife
   di,dwmi = I give (antidote)
   du,namai = I am able, I am powerful (dynamite)
   ei=don = I saw (idea)
   ei=j( mi,a( e[n = one
   evkei/noj( evkei/nh( evkei/no = that

2.   Read Chs. 10 – 12
3.   Phrase Colossians 1:9–14 (p. 131)
4.   (Optional) Read and do pp. 131-135 using the descriptors on pp. 136-141
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“It’s All Greek To Me!”
An Introduction to New Testament Greek

Session 6

1. Quiz/Review

 a. Translate the following Greek terms:
   gunh,( gunaiko,j( h`

   du,namai

   ei=don 

   ei=j( mi,a( e[n

   ou-toj( au[th( tou/to 

   ouv( ouvk( ouvc

   pa/j( pa/sa( pa/n

   poie,w

   a;nqrwpoj

   avpo,

   auvto,j

   evgw,

   eivmi

   ei=pon

   qeo,j

   i]na

   ku,rioj

    kai,

 b. Open your Greek New Testaments. Find and translate John 3:16. (No English versions   
   allowed.) 

2. Greek Verbs 1 (A Review) (Ch. 14) (Sec. 5) (Introduced in Lesson #3)
 a. Like English, Greek verbs have person and number
   • 1st, 2nd, 3rd person = I, you, he
   • Singular or plural number = I, they
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 b. Greek verbs depend on their “personal endings” for person and number
   • lu,w = I loose
   • lu,omen = We loose
 c. Greek verbs agree with their subject in person and number
   • Singular subject = singular verb
   • Third person subject = verb in 3rd person
   • le,geij = You say
   • le,gomen = We say

 d. “Aspect” refers to the type of action a Greek verb describes
   • “I studied last night.” vs. “I was studying last night.”
   • Simple event vs. a process 
   • Mark 8:34 example
     “If anyone would come after me, he must deny himself and take up his cross and   
     follow me.”
     >  “deny” and “take up” = simple event (past? Only once?)
     >  “follow” = process (ongoing)
 e. Three “aspects” in Greek verbs
   • Continuous = ongoing process
   “If you point these things out to the brothers, you will be a good minister of Christ 

Jesus, brought up (= constantly nourished [NASB]) in the truths of the faith and of the 
good teaching that you have followed.” (1 Tim. 4:6)

   • Undefined = a simple event
     John 3:16 = “God so loved the world . . .”
   • Perfect = past action brought to completion with ongoing present effects
     Gal. 4:22 = “For it stands [is] written that Abraham had two sons.”

 f. Greek verb tense indicates aspect and time
   • “Aorist” tense = undefined action (aspect) usually occurring in the past (time)

 g. Greek verbs have active and passive voice indicated by different endings
   • lu,w = I loose
   • lu,omai = I am loosed
   • Deponent verbs appear to be passive but are translated as an active verb
     e;rcomai = I come

 h. Greek also has a “middle” voice
   • Often the middle or passive Greek forms are identical
   • Most middles are deponent (have active meanings = 75%)
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   • Dfn = the subject does the action of the verb in some way that concerns itself
     Matt. 27:12 = “Jesus answered (aÓpekri÷nato) nothing . . .”

 i. Lexical form of the verb = 1st person singular, present indicative
   • le,gw = I say; Stem = leg  Personal ending = w
   • Verb forms usually listed completely in lexicons
     hjga¿phsen = Verb, 3rd person singular, aorist active indicative from avgapa,w (to   
      love)

3. Greek Verb Chart (Handout from BibleWorks)

 a. Note the “parts” in the chart (top line)
   • lu,w = present active (lu,omai= passive/middle)
   • lu,sw = future tense
   • e;lusa = aorist tense
   • le,luka = perfect tense (le,lumai = passive/middle)
   • evlu,qhn = aorist passive

4. Greek Verbs: The Present Indicative (Ch. 15, Section 5.2)

 a. English present indicative
   • An action occurring in the present
   • Active voice = “I see the tall man.”
   • Passive voice = “I am seen by the tall man.”

 b. Greek present indicative also describes an action that usually occurs in the present time
   • NOTE: The time frame of the verb is the time frame of the writer, not the reader or   
     hearer!

 c. Indicates either a continuous or undefined action
   • “I study” or “I am studying” = present indicative
   • Generally indicates an action occurring in the present time
   • The middle and passive forms of the present tense are identical
     lu,omai = passive or middle voice

 d. “Common” uses of the present indicative
   • Immediate action (aoristic, instantaneous, punctiliar)
     Mark 2:5 = “Son, your sins are forgiven.”
   • Ongoing action (progressive, descriptive)
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     1 Cor. 14:14 = “if I pray in a tongue, my spirit prays . . .”
   • Repeated action (iterative)
     Matt. 17:15 = “He often falls into the fire . . .”
   • Customary or habitual action
     Luke 18:12 = “I fast twice a week . . .”
    • Timeless fact or action (gnomic)
     2 Cor. 9:7 = “God loves a cheerful giver.”
   • Vivid action or event (historical, dramatic)
     John 1:29 = “The next day John saw [sees] Jesus coming toward him . . .”
     Rev. 22:20 = “Yes, I am coming soon” (a future event)

5. Future Indicative (Chapter 16, Section 5.3)

 a. An action that will occur in the future
 b. Translated with an “undefined aspect” not the continuous
   • “I will eat” rather than “I will be eating”
 c. Three uses of the future indicative
   • Something that will happen (predictive)
     Phil. 1:6 = “He who began a good work in you will carry it on to completion”
   • Can express a command (imperatival)
     Matt. 22:37 = “Love [you shall love] the Lord your God . . .”
   • Generic use (gnomic)
     Matt. 4:4 = “Man does not live [shall not live] on bread alone . . .”

  d. Note the sigma between the stem and ending = lu,sw (I will loose)

6. How To Do A “Word Study”

 a. Most every word has a “semantic range”
   • A “bundle of meanings” (Moule)

Run

“I scored 6 runs.”

“Run that by me.”

“He runs fast!”

“The clock ran
down.”

“Sue ran for
president.”

“Her nose runs.”
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 b. This is especially true in the Greek language:

 c. All translation is interpretive!
   “In the sight of God, who gives life to everything, and of Christ Jesus, who while 

testifying before Pontius Pilate made the good confession, I charge you to keep this 
command without spot or blame until the appearing of our Lord Jesus Christ,”  (1 Tim. 
6:13, 14)

   • Charge (paragge,llw) = command, urge, insist, instruct??

 d. Four essential steps
   • Choose the right word in English
   • Identify the Greek term
   • Discover the semantic range
   • Study the context

 e. Choose the “right” English word!
   • “Phrase” the verse(s)
   • Look for repeated words
   • Look for theological terms (in Paul especially)
   • Look for words the verse(s) seems to “hang” on
   • Look for words translated differently in different translations

 f. Romans 10:9, 10
   “That if you confess with your mouth, “Jesus is Lord,” and believe in your heart that 

God raised him from the dead, you will be saved.  For it is with your heart that you 
believe and are justified, and it is with your mouth that you confess and are saved.” 
(NIV)

evn

in

to

with

by

among
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   “That if thou shalt confess with thy mouth the Lord Jesus, and shalt believe in thine 
heart that God hath raised him from the dead, thou shalt be saved.  For with the heart 
man believeth unto righteousness; and with the mouth confession is made unto 
salvation.” (KJV)

 g. “Phrasing” the passage
     (that/because) if you confess with your mouth
   Jesus [is] Lord (  vIhsou/n ku,rion)
     and believe in your heart
   (that) God raised him from the dead

     You will be saved
           for (ga.r) it is with your heart
            that you believe are are justified
           and (de,) it is with your mouth
        that you confess and are saved

 h. Key thoughts or phrases
   • “Jesus [is] Lord”
   • “God raised him from the dead”

 i. To be continued . . .
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“It’s All Greek To Me!”
An Introduction to New Testament Greek

Session 6

HOMEWORK

1. Vocab #5. Memorize the following terms:
  evxe,rcomai = I go out
   h; = or
   h`me,ra = a day
   qe,lw = I will, wish, desire
   lale,w= I speak (glossolalia)
   lamba,nw = I take, receive
   lo,goj = word, the Word (logic)
   maqhth,j = disciple
   meta, = with (genitive); after (accusative)
   oi=da = I know

2. Read Chs. 14–16
3. Using Strong’s Concordance, or another larger concordance, find the semantic range of   
 lo,goj (word, the Word)
4. (Optional) Read Ch. 24
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“It’s All Greek To Me!”
An Introduction to New Testament Greek

Session 7

1. Quiz/Review

 a. Translate the following Greek terms
  evxe,rcomai     

  h;      

  h`me,ra      

  qe,lw

    lale,w  

  lamba,nw 

  lo,goj

  maqhth,j    

  meta,     

  oi=da

 b. Phrase Romans 10:9,10

2. Greek Verbs 2 (Section 5, Chs. 14 – 17)

 a. English past tenses
  • The “simple” past (punctiliar)
   “Carl studied.”

 b. The continuous past 
   “Carl was studying.”

 c. Greek tenses that normally indicate past time
  • Imperfect = always continuous action in the past
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   “They came up to him, saying, ‘Hail, King of the Jews!’ and struck him with their   
    hands.” (Jn. 19:3 ESV)
   “They kept coming up to him . . . And kept striking him on the face” (Jn. 19:3 NRSV)

  • Aorist = always undefined action in the past
   “Carl studied last night.”

  • Perfect (see below)

 d. The Imperfect tense use

  (1) Generally used for ongoing action that happened in the past (progressive, durative)
   Mark 9:31 = “He taught his disciples” (KJV)
   ejdi÷dasken [ dida,skw ] ga»r tou\ß maqhta»ß aujtouv . . . 

    “was teaching  (for) the disciples of him . . .”
    “for he was teaching his disciples . . .”

  (2) Can also emphasize the beginning of the past action (inceptive, ingressive)
   Matt. 4:11 = “Angels came and began ministering to him”
   dihko/ noun = verb 3rd person, imperfect active indicative, from diakone,w to serve,   
   minister

  (3) Repeated past action (iterative)
   Luke 18:3 = “she kept coming to him” (NIV)
   h¡rceto = verb, 3rd pers. singular,  imperfect middle indicative from e;rcomai
   English translators use “kept on” to translate

  (4) Customary past actions (customary)
   Mark 15:6 = “Now it was the custom at the Feast to release a prisoner.” (NIV)
   “was releasing” = aÓpe÷luen from the verb avpolu,w
   3rd person, singular, imperfect active indicative

  (5) (p. 159) Can describe what a person wishes to do, tries to do or almost does (context   
   the key) 
   Gal. 1:13 = “I was persecuting the church of God . . .” (NIV)
   “I used to persecute the church of God . . “ (NASB)
   ejdi÷wkon = from the verb diw,kw (to persecute)
   1st person, singular, imperfect active indicative
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 e. The Aorist

  (1) Do not confuse with the usual English action occurring at a single point of time
   e.g. “The tidal wave hit the boat.” (punctiliar)
  (2) Greek says nothing about verb action except that it happened
   Luke 9:23 = “If anyone wishes to come after me, let him deny himself and take up   
   his cross daily, and follow me.”
    ei¶ tiß qe÷lei ojpi÷sw mou e¶rcesqai, aÓrnhsa¿sqw eJauto\n kai« aÓra¿tw [ai;rw    
   aorist active imperative] to\n stauro\n aujtouv kaq∆ hJme÷ran kai«      
   aÓkolouqei÷tw moi. 

  (3) Looks at an action as a whole without telling us anything about its precise nature   
   (constative)
   Matthew 15:39 = “he got into the boat . . .”
   Rev. 20:4 = “(They) reigned with Christ for a thousand years.” 
   ejbasi÷leusan = 3rd person, plural, aorist active indicative from basileu,w

  (4) Can place emphasis on the beginning of a past action (ingressive)
   Matt. 22:7 = “the king was angry” (became furious)

  (5) Can describe a timeless truth (gnomic)
   • Often translated with an English present tense for effect
   • 1 Peter 1:24 = “The grass withers and the flower falls” (NIV)
    ejxhra¿nqh oJ co/rtoß kai« to\ a‡nqoß ejxe÷pesen:

  (6) Can describe an action that will occur, stressing the event’s certainty (proleptic)
   • Rom. 8:30 = “those whom he justifed, he also glorified”
    ou§ß de« ejdikai÷wsen, tou/touß kai« ejdo/xasen. 

 f. The Perfect Tense

  (1) Adding “has” or “have” to an English past tense means the action happened in the   
   past but has present implications
    • “I have eaten and am not hungry.”
  (2) The Greek perfect tense describes an action that was brought to completion and    
   whose effects are felt in the present
  (3) Two uses of the perfect tense
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   • Sometimes emphasizing the action was completed (consummative, extensive)
    2 Tim. 4:7 = “I have fought the good fight, I have finished the race . . .”
     to\n kalo\n aÓgw◊na hjgw¿nismai, to\n dro/mon tete÷leka, 

     avgwni,zouai and tele,w

   • Sometimes emphasizing the resulting state of affairs (intensive)
    Translated in English in the present tense
    Luke 5:20 = “Man, your sins are forgiven” ( = stand as forgiven forever)

 g. Examples
  (1) Give the grammatical category of the highlighted verbs in the verses below (Chs. 14-  
   18 in text) – for instance:
   • Matt. 27:30 = “They spit on him, and took the staff and struck him on the head   
    again and again.” (NIV)
    • e¶tupton from tu,ptw
   • Imperfect repeated action; iterative imperfect

   • Luke 3:9 = “The axe is already (laid) at the root of the trees” (NIV)
    kei√tai from kei/mai = __________________ ?

3. Doing A Word Study (Part 2)

 a. Four essential steps
  (1) Choose the right word in English
  (2) Identify the Greek term
  (3) Discover the semantic range
  (4) Study the context

 b. Choose the “right” English word!
  • “Phrase” the verse(s)
  • Look for repeated words
  • Look for theological terms (in Paul especially)
  • Look for words the verse(s) seems to “hang” on
  • Look for words translated differently in different translations
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 c. Romans 10:9, 10
 “That if you confess with your mouth, “Jesus is Lord,” and believe in your heart that 
God raised him from the dead, you will be saved.  For it is with your heart that you 
believe and are justified, and it is with your mouth that you confess and are saved.” 
(NIV)
 “That if thou shalt confess with thy mouth the Lord Jesus, and shalt believe in thine 
heart that God hath raised him from the dead, thou shalt be saved.  For with the heart 
man believeth unto righteousness; and with the mouth confession is made unto 
salvation.” (KJV)

 d. “Phrasing” the passage
   (that/because) if you confess with your mouth
  Jesus [is] Lord (  vIhsou/n ku,rion)
   and believe in your heart
  (that) God raised him from the dead

   You will be saved
         for (ga.r) it is with your heart
          that you believe are are justified
         and (de,) it is with your mouth
     that you confess and are saved

 e. Key thoughts and terms in the English
  • “Lord” as associated with “Jesus”
  • “raised him from the dead”

 f. Discovering the semantic range
  (1) Use a software program OR an exhaustive concordance (or perhaps a Greek-Eng.   
   Interlinear)
   • NIV Exhaustive Concordance or Strong’s or Young’s Analytical Concordance
   • Go to  www.ntgreek.net [SHOW]
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  (2) Find the lexical form = ku,rioj (kyrios)
   • Noun, Accusative, Masculine Singular (lord, master)

  (3) Using the NIV Exhaustive Concordance (p. 203)
   Lord (600)
   Master (35)
   Lord’s (32)
   Sir (23)
   Master’s; masters (6)
   Owner (6)
   Lords (3)
   Owners (3)
   Belong to the Lord (1)
   He (1)
   His majesty (1)

  (4) Check other translations
   • All use the term “Lord” here

  (5) Check the “Englishman’s Greek Concordance”
   • Lists all the uses of the Greek term ku,rioj (pp. 436-442)

       (and so forth)

   • Looking at every place in the NT where the same Greek word occurs, regardless   
    of its translation

  (6) Go to a real Greek Lexicon for in-depth study
   • A Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament and Other Early Christian    
    Literature (F. Danker)
   • See author’s comments, pp. 205-6
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  (7) Go to specialized word-study texts for a much more in-depth discussion (p. 206)
   • Theological Dictionary of the New Testament (Abridged) by G. Bromiley (also    
    available as a full set by G. Kittel)
   • Wuest’s Word Studies in the Greek NT
   • Vincent’s Word Studies in the NT
   • Robertson’s Word Pictures in the NT
   • Understand that you will receive the author’s theology along with the term’s   
    semantic range

 g. Decide what the term means by the context (p. 207)

 

 h. Context Hints
  (1) Start at the inner circle and work out

  (2) Stop as soon as possible
   • The further from the center, the less certainty of proper understanding of the   
    term
   • Paul is not James or the Gospels, for instance

  (3) Road sign example (p. 208)
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 i. Context hints for “Lord” in Rom. 10:9, 10
  (1) A connection between “Lord” and “raised from the dead”
   • So meaning more than just “sir”

  (2) In v. 12, Jesus is “Lord of all”
   • Universal Lordship

  (3) In v. 13, Joel 2:32 quoted by Paul
   • “Lord” Jesus identified with Yahweh God (p. 211)

  (4) Identification as “Son of God” in Rom. 1:4

  (5) Subjection required by Phil. 2:10-11

 j. What does it mean to say, “Jesus is Lord”?
  (1) Must have a correct understanding of who Jesus is
  (2) Must believe Jesus was raised from the dead
  (3) Must believe Jesus is “Lord of all”
  (4) Must see that He is in fact the risen “Son of God”
  (5) Must submit to His Lordship

 k. Using the Septuagint (abbreviated LXX)
  • The Greek translation of Old Testament Hebrew Scriptures (250 B.C. – time of Christ)
  • The word’s background in the Old Testament the key rather than general first    
   century use
  • In the LXX, ku,rioj used to translate hwhy which is “Yahweh” or Jehovah
   NOTE:  Jewish Paul certainly confessed the deity of Jesus

 l. Avoiding common fallacies
  (1) Anachronism
   • Defining a Greek word using an English term derived from that Greek word
   • du,namij from which we get “dynamite,” so “God’s power is dynamite!”
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  (2) Etymological fallacy
   • Using the parts of a word to put together a meaning
    “Butterfly” = an animal made of “butter” that can “fly”!
   • metanoe,w = “repent” = “to change one’s mind”only
    BUT the NT understanding involves one’s whole being for adequate repentance   
    to take place

  (3) Some Greek words DO carry the meaning of its parts
   • eivse,rcomai = “to go into” some say because a combination of eivj (into) plus    
    e;rcomai (to go)
   • BUT the whole word means “to go into” not just it’s parts!
   • “Context” is the guide

  (4) Words-never-change-meaning-over-time fallacy
   • “Gay”-- “We’ll have a gay time!”
   • “Gossip” = originally chatter of godparents at christening
   • Define the term as to how it is used today!

  (5) Don’t place too much weight on a single word
   • Pay attention to the larger unit and context for the overall meaning

  (6) Theological concepts are bigger than single words, no matter how profound the term
   • avga,ph = refer to author’s Chapter 24 on the CD-ROM
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“It’s All Greek To Me!”
An Introduction to New Testament Greek

Session 7

HOMEWORK

1. Give the grammatical category of the highlighted verbs in the verses below (Chs. 14-18 in   
 text)
 a. Romans 7:19 = “For I do not do the good I want, but the evil I do not want is what I 
   do.” (NRSV)
    • pra¿ssw   from pra¿ssw = ___________________ ?

 b. 1 Cor. 16:5 = “I am going through Macedonia.” (NASB)
   • ∆eleu/somai  (future) from e;rcouai = ________________ ?

 c. Rom. 3:10 = “As it is written, there is no one righteous . . .”
   • ge÷graptai from gra,fw = ___________________ ?

2. Read Chs. 17 - 18
3. Read Chapter 24
 • Do Exercise #4 OR #6 on p. 215
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“It’s All Greek To Me!”
An Introduction to New Testament Greek

Session 8

1. Quiz/Review

 a. Translate the following Greek terms:
  lamba,nw 

  lo,goj

  maqhth,j

  a;nqrwpoj

  ga,r

  de,

  evgw

  eivmi,

  ku,rioj

  a]gioj

  avdelfo,j

  gh/

  e;rcomai

  du,nauai

  o=ida

  lale,w

  lu,w

  qe,lw

 b. Give the grammatical category of the highlighted verbs in the verses below (Chs. 14-18   
  in text)
  (1) Romans 7:19 = “For I do not do the good I want, but the evil I do not want is what I   
   do.” (NRSV)
    pra¿ssw   from pra¿ssw = _________________________ ?
  (2) 1 Cor. 16:5 = “I am going through Macedonia.” (NASB)
   ∆eleu/somai  (future) from e;rcouai = ___________________ ?
  (3) Rom. 3:10 = “As it is written, there is no one righteous . . .”
   ge÷graptai from gra,fw = ____________________________ ?
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2. More Greek Verbs (Ch. 20, Sec. 6.1)

 a. Participles
  • Called “verbal adjectives”
  • Add “ing” to a verb
   “After eating, I will go to bed.”
  • Can act as an adverb
   “After eating, my Greek teacher gave us a test.”
  • Can act like an adjective
   “The pastor, standing in front of us, is our Greek teacher.
  • A participial phrase has a participle and accompanying elements
   “The pastor, standing thoughtfully at the window, is our Greek teacher.”

 b. Greek participles
  • Widely used in the New Testament
  • Wider range of usage than English participles
  • Signified by their “aspect” or type of action, not by their “tense”
   Present participles = continuous action
   Aorist participles = undefined action
   Perfect participles = completed action with present effects
  • Formed by adding certain “endings” to a verb stem (pp. 182-183)
   &wn &ousa &on (active) and &o,menoj &ome,nh  &o,menon (passive)
   lu,wn( lu,ousa( lu/on (present active)

 c. Participle facts
  • Can be active, middle or passive voice
   avkouwn = hearing (active)
   avkouo,menoj = being heard (passive)
  • Participles indicate “relative” time – time relative to the main verb (p. 184)
   (1) If main verb is present time, then the present participle indicates an action in the   
    present time
   (2) If main verb is past time, then a present participle indicates an action in past time

  • Aorist participle
   (1) Usually indicates an action prior to time of main verb
    Matt. 2:2 – “Where is he who has been born king of the Jews?”
    pouv estin oJ tecqei«ß basileu\ß tw◊n ∆Ioudai÷wn (aorist passive participle    
    from ti,ktw )
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  • Perfect participle
   (1) Action that occurs prior to that of the main verb
    Matt. 22:29 – “You are in error because you do not know the Scriptures.”    
    (plana◊sqe mh\ eido/teß ta»ß grafa»ß) (perfect active participle from oi=da)

 d. The Adjectival Participle
  • Adjectival Use
   Rom. 12:1 -- “living sacrifices”
    zw◊san = verb, present active participle, accusative feminine singular from za,w

   Agrees in gender, number and case with the noun it modifies
  • Substantival use
   Mark 9:23 -- “Everything is possible for him who believes” (to the believing one)
   twˆ◊ pisteu/onti = verb, present active participle, dative masculine singular from   
   pisteu/w

  • Translation often NOT word-for-word in English

 e. The Adverbial participle (p. 180)
  • Modifies a verb
  • Can modify the time of the verb (temporal)
   Acts 1:4 - “While staying with them, he charged them”
   sunalizo/menoß parh/ggeilen aujtoiß

   Verb, present middle participle, from sunali/zomai (to bring together or collect)

  • Can indicate the manner of action the verb indicates (manner)
   Matt. 19:22 – “... he went away sad”
   aÓphvlqen lupou/menoß = verb, present passive participle from lupe/w

  • Can indicate the means by which the action of the verb occurs (means)
   1 Cor. 4:12 – “We toil by working with our own hands”
    “We work hard with our own hands” (NIV)
   kopiw◊men ejrgazo/menoi taiß idi÷aiß cersi÷n:

    Verb, present middle participle, from ejrga/zomai (to labor, work for,    
    accomplish)
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  • Can indicate cause or reason of verb action (cause)
   Acts 16:34 – “He was filled with joy because he had come to believe in God” (having   
   believed in God)
   hjgallia¿sato panoikei« pepisteukw»ß twˆ◊ qewˆ◊. (perfect active participle)

  • Can indicate a condition of fulfillment for the verb action to be completed    
   (conditional)
   Matt. 21:22 – “Whatever you ask in prayer, you will receive, if you have faith”    
   (believing)
   pisteu/onteß lh/myesqe. (present active participle from pisteu/w)

  • Can indicate the action of the verb is true despite the action of the participle    
   (concessive)
   Eph. 2:1 – “You were dead in your transgressions” (NIV)
   Kai« uJma◊ß o¡ntaß nekrou\ß toiß paraptw¿masin (present active participle from   
   ei,mi)

  • Can indicate the purpose of the verb (purpose). Often translated as an infinitive
   Matt. 27:49 – “Let’s see if Elijah comes to save him.”
   eij e¶rcetai ∆Hli÷aß sw¿swn aujto/n.(future active participle)

  • Can indicate the result of the verb (result)
   Eph. 2:15 – “His purpose was to create in himself one new man out of the two, thus   
   making peace.”
   eijß e¢na kaino\n a‡nqrwpon poiw◊n eijrh/nhn (present active participle)

 f. Translation issues
  • Sometimes participles translated as indicative verbs
   Ephesians 1:5 – “He did this by predestining us to adoption. . .”
   proori÷saß hJma◊ß eijß ui˚oqesi÷an dia» ∆Ihsouv Cristouv (Aorist active participle)
   
   Mark 1:18 – “Immediately they left their nets and followed him.” (NASB) 
   eujqu\ß aÓfe÷nteß ta» di÷ktua hjkolou/qhsan aujtwˆ◊. (Aorist active participle)

3. Word Studies #3 (Term “perfect”)
 a. Four essential steps
  • Choose the right word in English
  • Identify the Greek term
  • Discover the semantic range
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  • Study the context

 b. 1 Corinthians 13:9,10
  • “For we know in part and we prophesy in part,  but when perfection comes, the 

imperfect disappears. (NIV)
  • “For we know in part, and we prophesy in part.  But when that which is perfect is 

come, then that which is in part shall be done away. (KJV)
  • For we know in part and we prophesy in part,  but when the perfect comes, the 

partial will pass away. (ESV)

 c. “Phrasing” the passage
     (For) we know in part
     (and) prophesy in part
   (but)(de,) when perfection comes
     the imperfect disappears
        (1 Cor. 13:9,10)

 d. ejk me÷rouß ga»r ginw¿skomen kai« ejk me÷rouß profhteu/omen:  o¢tan de« e¶lqhØ to\ te÷leion, 
to\ ejk me÷rouß katarghqh/setai. (p. 598 in GNT)

  • Adjective, nominative neuter singular from te÷leioß

  • Basic definitions
   “complete, perfect, whole; full effect, full-grown, mature” (p. 180 in Dictionary)

 e. Discovering the semantic range
  • Using  Young’s Analytical Concordance 

Matt. 5:48
Matt. 19:21
Rom. 12:2
Eph. 4:13
Phil. 3:15
Col. 1:28
Col. 4:12
Heb. 9:11
Jas. 1:4, 17, 25; 3:2
1 John 4:18
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 f. Louw and Nida, Greek Lexicon
  • pertaining to an adult human being — ‘grown person, adult.’
  • In a number of languages ‘initiated’ may be best expressed as ‘to become a member 

of’ or ‘to become a believer in.’ It is possible, however, to interpret te÷leioß in Php 
3:15 and Col 1:28 as mature spirituality or a state of being spiritually mature

  • pertaining to that which is fully accomplished or finished — ‘complete, finished.’ hJ 
de« uJpomonh\ e¶rgon te÷leion ejce÷tw ‘but be sure that patience completes its work’ Jas 
1:4.

  • pertaining to being mature in one’s behavior — ‘mature, grown-up.’ eijß a‡ndra 
te÷leion, eijß me÷tron hJliki÷aß touv plhrw¿matoß touv Cristouv ‘to the mature person, 
to the measure of the stature of the fullness of Christ’

 g. Decide what the context says

 h. Context hints for “perfection” in 1 Cor. 13:9, 10
  (1) In the immediate context
    • A contrast between knowing and prophesying “in part” vs. being “perfect”
   • A contrast between being “a child” vs. a “man” (v. 11)
   • A contrast between “a poor reflection” vs. “face to face” (v. 12)

  (2) In broader context in 1 Corinthians
   • “Love” which lasts vs. gifts that cease or are stilled
   • Edification of the church (ch. 14) requires mature thinking and acting
     14:20 – “Stop thinking like children . . . In your thinking be adults”
   • Problem of spiritual immaturity (Ch. 3:1ff)
   • Problem of moral immaturity (Chs. 4, 5)
   • Problem of immature church conduct (Ch. 11)

  (3) Larger Pauline letters
   • In Eph. 4:13 the need to become “perfect” or “mature”
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   • In Phil. 3:15, mature or “perfect” or “mature” (NIV) about viewing life in Christ
   • In Colossians, Paul’s desire to present every person “perfect” (mature or    

 complete) before God

  (4) The Old Testament example used in 1 Cor. 14:21 from Isa. 28:11, 12 points to the 
“imperfect” use of foreign languages to judge Israel, so that “tongues” becomes a 
“sign-language” of judgment not blessing!

  (5) Orderly worship demands “maturity” in subjecting to one another in worship 
settings (14:26ff)

 i. What does it mean to say, “when perfection comes, the imperfect disappears”?
  (1) Must grow-up in one’s faith and expressions of that faith
  (2) Must become mature in spiritual truths and practices, especially love
  (3) Must allow maturity and the way of love in dealing with one another in the church
  (4) “Perfect” = maturity in Christ, begun here and finalized in heaven
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“It’s All Greek To Me!”
An Introduction to New Testament Greek

Session 8

HOMEWORK

1. New vocabulary
  o;noma( &atoj( to, = a name
 ouvdei,j = no one, nothing, no
 ouvrano,j = heaven
 pneu/ma = spirit, the Spirit (pneumatology)
 polu,j( pollh,( pollu, = much, many (polytheism)
 a;ggeloj = messenger, angel
 a`marti,a( &aj( h` = a sin, sin
 basilei,a = a kingdom
 gra,fw = write
 e;qnoj = nation; Gentiles (plural)

2. Read Chapter 20
3. (Optional) Do a word study of “vine” in John 15:1-8
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“It’s All Greek To Me!”
An Introduction to New Testament Greek

Session 9

1. Quiz/Review

 a. Translate the following terms
  o;noma 

  ouvdei,j  

  ouvrano,j  

  pneu/ma  

  polu,j( pollh,( pollu,  

  a;ggeloj 

  a`marti,a

  basilei,a

  gra,fw 

  e;qnoj

  e;rcomai

  kata, 

  o[j( h[( o[

2. A Greek Verb Review

 A verb is made up of (e.g.  lu,w)
  a. A stem = lu-
  b. An ending = lu,omen (1st person plural)
   • Passive = lu,omai (1st per. sing. present passive/middle)
   • Future = lu,sw (1st per. sing. future active); lu,somai (1st per. Sing. Future passive)
  c. A beginning augment to the stem (plus endings)
   • e;luon = imperfect active (1st. pers. Sing); evluo,uhn (1st pers. sing. imperfect 

passive)
   • e;lusa = aorist active
   • le,luka = perfect active; le,lumai (perfect passive)

 d. Stem endings and augments often indicate a verbal form
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  Eujloghto\ß oJ qeo\ß kai« path\r touv kuri÷ou hJmw◊n ∆Ihsouv Cristouv, oJ path\r tw◊n 
oiktirmw◊n kai« qeo\ß pa¿shß paraklh/sewß, oJ parakalw◊n hJma◊ß ejpi« pa¿shØ thØv qli÷yei 
hJmw◊n eijß to\ du/nasqai hJma◊ß parakaleivn tou\ß ejn pa¿shØ qli÷yei dia» thvß 
paraklhsewß h–ß parakalou/meqa aujtoi« uJpo\ touv qeouv. (2 Cor. 1:3, 4)

  • Present active participle
  • Present middle infinitive
  • Present active infinitive
  • Present passive indicative

3. More Greek Verbs: The Subjunctive Mood (Sec. 6.2; Ch. 21)

 a. The Subjunctive mood
  Contrasted with the Indicative mood, which 
   • Is a mood of reality
   • Makes a statement, or asks a factual question
 b. Subjunctive describes what may (or might) be
  “I might learn Greek this year.”
  “If we were Greeks, we would not need a tutor.”
 c. Subjunctive often refers to a future event (an unfulfilled event)
  “If I were a rich man, I would give a million dollars.”
 d. No time significance in the subjunctive
  • Has only “aspect” (type of action)
  • Present subjunctive = continuous action
  • Aorist subjunctive = undefined action
 e. No concept of absolute past or absolute present time
 f. In translation, the present and aorist subjunctive translated alike
  • i[na lu,w = in order that I may be loosing = in order that I may loose
  • i]na lu,sw = in order that I may loose

 g. The subjunctive identified by verbal endings
  lu,w = I may loose
   (active is also lu,w -- only context can tell)
  lu,h|j = You may loose
  lu,h| = He/She/It may loose
  lu,wmen = We may loose
   (contrasted with lu,ouen)
  lu,the = You (plural) may loose
  lu,wsin = They may loose
   (contrasted with lu,ousin)
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 h. Uses of the subjunctive
  (1) Often used in statements of purpose
   • Often introduced with i]na
   • “They asked him . . .  so that they could accuse him” (Matt. 12:10)
   • kai« ejphrw¿thsan aujto\n le÷gonteß: eij e¶xestin toivß sa¿bbasin qerapeuvsai;   
    iºna kathgorh/swsin aujtou

    • 3rd pers. Aorist active subjunctive

  (2) Used in conditional statements
   • An “If . . . then . . .” sentence
   • Introduced in the Greek by eva,n
    • A specific possible event in the future
     “And he said to him, all these I will give you, if you fall down and worship   
     me.” (Matt. 4:9)
     kai« ei•pen aujtwˆ◊: tauvta¿ soi pa¿nta dw¿sw, eja»n pesw»n proskunh/shØß moi. 

     Aorist active subjunctive

    • Stating a general truth
     “If anyone walks in the day, he does not stumble.” (John 11:9)
     eja¿n tiß peripathØv ejn thØv hJme÷raˆ, ouj prosko/ptei,

     present active subjunctive

  (3) Subjunctive also used to state a prohibition
   • mh, + subjunctive
    Matt. 1:20 -- “Do not be afraid to take Mary home as your wife.”
    mh\ fobhqhØvß paralabeivn Mari÷an th\n gunai√ka¿sou: 

    Aorist passive subjunctive from fobe,ouai

   • Ouv mh, + aorist subjunctive (trans. as “never”)
    Very strong prohibition
    Matt. 24:35 -- “My words will never pass away.”
    oij de« lo/goi mou ouj mh\ pare÷lqwsin. (from pare,rcouai)

  (4) Hortatory subjunctive (exhortation)
   • First person singular or plural form; trans. With “let us”
    Mark 4:35 -- “Let us go across to the other side”
    die÷lqwmen eijß to\ pe÷ran. (aorist active subjunctive from die,rcomai)
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  (5) Deliberative subjunctive
   • When a person asks a question and expects audience to think about the answer
    Matt. 6:31 -- “What should we eat?” (fa,gwmen)

  (6) When the word a;n makes a statement more general, the verb is subjunctive
   Mark 3:29 -- “Whoever blasphemes against the Holy Spirit . . .”
   o§ß d∆ a·n blasfhmh/shØ eijß to\ pneuvma to\ a‚gion, (aorist active subjunctive)

4. More Greek Verbs: The Infinitive (Sec. 6.3, Ch. 22)

 a. An infinitive is a verbal noun
 b. Recognized as a verb preceded by the word “to”
  • “To study is my highest aspiration.”
   “To study” = subject of sentence
  • “I began to study Greek in January”
   “To study” = object of sentence
 c. An infinitive can have a direct object and modifiers
 d. No person, number or case
 e. If preceded by a definite article, article always neuter singular
  • Heb. 5:12 -- “You need someone to teach you”
   crei÷an e¶cete touv dida¿skein uJma◊ß tina»

 f. Verb forms of the infinitive
  • lu,ein = to loose; lu,esqai = to be loosed
  • lu/sai = to loose; luqh/nai = to be loosed

 g. Complementary use = to complete the meaning of a finite verb
  • Acts 2:4 -- “They began to speak in other tongues”
    h¡rxanto laleivn ejte÷raiß glw¿ssaiß kaqw»ß 

 h. Articular infinitive and preposition
  • Infinitive preceded by a preposition and an article
  • Idiomatic translations
  • meta, (antecedent time) (p. 191)
  • evn (contemporaneous time) (p. 191)
  • pro, (prior time – infinitive happened after main verb) (p. 192)
  • dia, (reason or cause) (p. 192)
  • eivj (purpose) (p. 192)
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  • pro,j (purpose) (p. 192)

 i. Infinitives and expressing purpose
  • Articular infinitive preceded by eivj or pro,j
  • Articular infinitive with article in genitive case (p. 192)
  • The infinitive all by itself
   Matt. 5:17 -- “Do not think that I came to abolish the law”
   Mh\ nomi÷shte o¢ti h•lqon kataluvsai to\n no/mon

 j. Used to indicate the result of some action
  • w[ste + infinitive
   Luke 5:7 -- “They filled both boats so full that they began to sink.” w‚ste buqi÷zesqai   
   (present passive inf.)

 k. Can also act like a substantive
  Phil. 1:21 -- “For to me, to live is Christ and to die is gain”
  ∆Emoi« ga»r to\ zhvn Cristo\ß kai« to\ aÓpoqaneivn ke÷rdoß. 

5. Doing A Word Study: “Comfort”

 a. What we usually mean by the term
  • Lend help or aid
  • Give support
  • A shoulder to lean upon
  • Being “there” for someone
  • Other meanings?

 b. Four essential steps
  • Choose the right word in English
  • Identify the Greek term
  • Discover the semantic range
  • Study the context

 c. 2 Corinthians 1: 3-7
  “Praise be to the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, the Father of compassion and 

the God of all comfort,  who comforts us in all our troubles, so that we can comfort 
those in any trouble with the comfort we ourselves have received from God.” (NIV)
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  “Blessed be God, even the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, the Father of mercies, and the 
God of all comfort;  Who comforteth us in all our tribulation, that we may be able to 
comfort them which are in any trouble, by the comfort wherewith we ourselves are 
comforted of God.” (KJV)

 d. “Phrasing” the passage
    Praise to the
 God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ
 the Father of compassion
 (and the) God of all comfort
 Who comforts us in all our troubles
   so that we can comfort those in any trouble
    with the comfort we ourselves have
    received from God.
           (2 Cor. 1:3,4)

 e. Eujloghto\ß oJ qeo\ß kai« path\r touv kuri÷ou hJmw◊n ∆Ihsouv Cristouv, oJ path\r tw◊n 
oiktirmw◊n kai« qeo\ß pa¿shß paraklh/sewß,  oJ parakalw◊n hJma◊ß epi« pa¿shØ thØv qli÷yei 
hJmw◊n eiß to\ du/nasqai hJma◊ß parakaleivn tou\ß en pa¿shØ qli÷yei dia» thvß paraklh/
sewß h–ß parakalou/meqa aujtoi« uJpo\ touv qeouv. (p. 610 in GNT)

 f. para/klhsiß and parakale/w are root terms
 g. Noun; present active participle; present active infinitive; present passive indicative
 h. Basic definitions
  • “beg, urge, encourage, speak words of encouragement, request, ask, appeal to, 

console, comfort, cheer up, invite, summon; (NOUN add’l) salvation, setting free; 
Helper; Intercessor (pp. 132-3 in Dictionary)

 i. Discovering the semantic range
  • Using the Young’s Analytical Concordance 
  • Different terms used in GNT for “comfort”
  • Term used in 2 Corinthians
   1:3, 4; 2:7; 7:4, 6, 13
  • Eph. 6:22
  • Col. 4:8
  • 1 Thes. 2:11; 3:2; 4:18; 5:11; 2 Thes. 2:17
  • Acts 16:40
  • A lot of Old Testament references to God as Comforter (Ps. 23:4; 86:17; Isa. 12:1; 51:3 

etc)
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 j. Other Greek Lexicons
  • to cause someone to be encouraged or consoled, either by verbal or non-verbal 

means — ‘to encourage, to console, encouragement.’
  • as in Greek writings to call to one’s side, call for, summon: with an infinitive 

indicating the purpose, Acts 28:20 (others (less naturally) refer this to II. 2, making 
the accusative the subjunctive of the infinitive).

  • to address, speak to (call to, call on), which may be done in the way of exhortation, 
entreaty, comfort, instruction, etc.; hence, result a variety of senses, on which see 
Knapp, Scripto varii arg. edition 2, p. 117ff; cf. Fritzsche, Ep. ad Romans, i., p. 32f.

   • as in Greek authors, to admonish, exhort; it combines the ideas of exhorting and 
comforting and encouraging in Rom. 12:8; 1 Cor. 14:31; 1 Thess. 3:2.

 k. Decide what the term means by the CONTEXT
  Context hints for “comfort” in 2 Cor. 1:3,4
   (1) In the immediate context
    • Flows from the “God of all comfort,” who is ALSO the “God and Father of 

our Lord Jesus Christ, who is also the “Father of compassion”
    • An ACTIVE term since its purpose in our lives is to “comfort others” (Note 

use of infinitive here)
    • Comfort through Christ (v. 5)
    • Community oriented (vv. 6, 7)

   (2) In broader context in 2 Corinthians
    • “Comfort” the erring brother to prevent “excessive sorrow” (2:7)
    • Paul “comforted” (encouraged) by the “God Who comforts the downcast” 

(7:6)
    • Paul comforted by the fact the Corinthians had comforted Titus (7:7), so a 

transferable quality in the community of saints

   (3) Larger Pauline letters
    • In 1 Thes. 2:11, 12 picture of a “father” dealing with his own children,    
     “encouraging, comforting, urging”
    • Sent Timothy to comfort them (1 Thes. 3:2)
    • Comfort and encouragement tied to Word of God (1 Thes 4:18)
    • Comfort tied to warning to be prepared for last days in 1 Thes 5:1-11

   (4) The Old Testament examples picture God as the “Comforter” of His people
    • God is the Shepherd of His people (Ps. 23:4)
    • Other reference works
     What did it mean to be a “shepherd” in the OT?
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 l. What does “comfort” mean in 2 Cor. 1:3,4?
  (1) Much broader, deeper and greater than just “saying a kind word to someone”-- 

involves command, exhortation, rebuke, warning as well as “coming beside 
someone”

  (2) Grounded in God as the Father of all comfort and compassion and defined as 
“Shepherd” of His flock

  (3) Mediated through Jesus Christ
  (4) An active quality best realized in the community of God’s people
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“It’s All Greek To Me!”
An Introduction to New Testament Greek

Session 9

HOMEWORK

1. Review all vocabulary
2. Read Chs. 21 – 23
3. Pick one word from the list below and do a thorough “word study”
 “grace”
 “mercy”
 “peace”
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“It’s All Greek To Me!”
An Introduction to New Testament Greek

Session 10

1. Quiz

 Put your Greek to work. Translate the following, paying attention to the verb forms,    
 grammar and vocab. (Hint: Use your charts and other aids!)
 oJ pisteu/wn eijß aujto\n ouj kri÷netai: oJ de« mh\ pisteu/wn h¡dh ke÷kritai, o¢ti mh\    
 pepi÷steuken eijß to\ o¡noma touv monogenouvß ui˚ouv touv qeouv. (John 3:18)
 Hints:   kri,nw = to judge or condemn; h¡dh = already; monogenh/ß = one and only, or    
  only begotten

 SOLUTION:
  _______________________________________

  _______________________________________

  _______________________________________

   pisteu/wn = pres. active participle (nominative, singular, masc.) from pisteu/w

   kri÷netai = pres. passive indicative singular from kri÷nw 

   ke÷kritai = perfect passive indicative sing.
   pepi÷steuken = perfect active indicative singular

2. More Verbs: The Infinitive (Sec. 6.3)
 a. An infinitive is a verbal noun
 b. Recognized as a verb preceded by the word “to”
  “To study is my highest aspiration.”
    “To study” = subject of sentence
  “I began to study Greek in January”
    “To study” = object of sentence
 c. An infinitive can have a direct object and modifiers
 d. No person, number or case
 e. If preceded by a definite article, article always neuter singular
  Heb. 5:12 -- “You need someone to teach you”
  crei÷an e¶cete touv dida¿skein uJma◊ß tina»

 f. Verb forms of the infinitive
  lu,ein = to loose; lu,esqai = to be loosed
  lu/sai = to loose; luqh/nai = to be loosed
 g. Complementary use = to complete the meaning of a finite verb
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  Acts 2:4 -- “They began to speak in other tongues”
   h¡rxanto laleivn ejte÷raiß glw¿ssaiß kaqw»ß 

 h. Articular infinitive and preposition
  • Infinitive preceded by a preposition and an article
  • Idiomatic translations
    meta, (antecedent time) (p. 191)
    evn (contemporaneous time) (p. 191)
    pro, (prior time – infinitive happened after main verb) (p. 192)
    dia, (reason or cause) (p. 192)
    eivj (purpose) (p. 192)
    pro,j (purpose) (p. 192)

 i. Infinitives used for expressing purpose
  • Articular infinitive preceded by eivj or pro,j
   • Articular infinitive with article in genitive case (p. 192)
  • The infinitive all by itself
    Matt. 5:17 -- “Do not think that I came to abolish the law”
    Mh\ nomi÷shte o¢ti h°lqon kataluvsai to\n no/mon

 j. Used to indicate the result of some action
  • w[ste + infinitive
  • Luke 5:7 -- “They filled both boats so full that they began to sink.” w‚ste buqi÷zesqai   

 (present passive inf.)

 k. Can also act like a substantive
  • Phil. 1:21 -- “For to me, to live is Christ and to die is gain”
    ∆Emoi« ga»r to\ zhvn Cristo\ß kai« to\ aÓpoqaneivn ke÷rdoß. 

3.  The Imperative (Sec. 6.4)

 a. Imperative mood = a command
  “Study!”
  • 2nd person form in English “(You) Study!”
 b. 2nd AND 3rd person Greek imperatives
  • “(You) Look!” = ble,pe
  • “Let him look!”(“He must look!”) = blepe,tw
 c. Aspect
  • Present imperative = continuous action
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  • Aorist imperative = undefined action
    I.E. Doesn’t say anything about its duration or repetition

 d. Used to express a command
  • “Follow me!” = avkolouqei moi  (Mark 2:14)

 e. Used to forbid an action (prohibition)
  • “Do not let you left hand know what your right hand is doing” (Matt. 6:3)
    mh\ gnw¿tw hJ aÓristera¿ sou ti÷ poiei√ hJ dexia¿ sou, 

  • Prohibition can also be expressed by mh, plus aorist subjunctive (mh. lu,ete OR mh.   
 lu,shte = Do not loose!)

 f. Used to express a request (entreaty)
  • “Lord, teach us to pray!” (Luke 11:1)
     ku/rie, di÷daxon hJma◊ß proseu/cesqai, 

 g. What the Greek present form looks like
  • Present active 
    lu/e (Loose!)[singular]  lu,ete (Loose!) [plural]
    lue,tw (Let him loose!) lue,twsan (Let them loose!)

  • Present passive (and middle)
    lu,ou (Be loosed!) [sing.] lu,esqe (Be loosed!) [plural]
    lue,sqw (Let him be loosed!)  lue,sqwsan (Let them be loosed!)

 h. What the Greek aorist form looks like
  • Aorist active
    lu/son (Loose!) [sing.]  lusa,tw (Loose!) [plural]
    lusa,tw (Let him loose!)  lusa,twsan (Let them loose!)

  • Aorist passive (regular verb)
    lu,qhti (Be loosed!) [sing.]  lu,qhte (Be loosed!) [plural]
    luqh,tw (Let him be loosed!) luqh,twsan (Let them be loosed!)

 i. An unfortunate translation corrected
  “Your kingdom come, your will be done” (Matt. 6:10)
   ejlqe÷tw hJ basilei÷a sou: (aorist active imperative fr. e;rcomai)
   genhqh/tw to\ qe÷lhma¿ sou, (aorist passive imperative fr. gi,nomai)
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   May your kingdom come!, may your will be done!

4. History of the Biblical Text and Lower Textual Criticism (Ch. 30)

 The Writing of the New Testament
  a. NT authors wrote
    • For different reasons
    • To different audiences
    • To emphasize different themes (same message)
  b. Matthew
    • Predominantly Jewish audience
    • Concerned that Jesus was the Messiah that fulfilled OT prophecy
  c. Mark
    • To a Roman audience

Textual variants

ß  th.n o`do,n = best manuscripts

ß   kai. th.n o`do.n oi]date = 2nd best
choices

ß   Chosen by date

ß   Chosen by the “shorter”     
reading

John 14:4
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    • To show that Jesus was indeed the Son of God
    • To demonstrate God’s kingdom had come in Jesus
  d. Luke
    • To a Gentile audience
    • Wanted to demonstrate the “certainty” of the Gospel story (Luke 1:4)
  e. John
    • So that his audience “may believe that Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God, and   

  that by believing you may have life in his name” (Jn. 20:31)

  f. Paul letters (“epistles”)
    • To specific churches
    • To answer specific questions
    • Or to deal with specific problems of church life
    • Or to an old friend (Philemon) or friends (Timothy)

  g. Original writings called “autographs”
    • Written on papyrus (2 John 12)
    • Or parchment (2 Tim. 4:13)
    • Delivered by messenger and by hand
    • Orally delivered to the audience

  h. Autographs were hand-copied
    • By professional scribes
    • Natural editorial “mistakes” were made
    
  i. The “mistakes” were of two sorts
    • Unintentional
     (1) “John” =   vIwa,nhj  or   vIwa,nnhj

     (2) Word omissions, transposing letters or words
     (3) Similar sounding words
      “we have peace” (Rom. 5:1) = e;comen
      “let us have peace” = e;cwmen

     (4) Rarely affect the meaning of the verse
    • Intentional
     (1) To correct previous copyists
     (2) To make text more readable
     (3) To harmonize passages – Matt. 9:17 with Luke 5:38, for instance
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  j. Scribal errors
    • Natural human errors
    • Most were well-intentioned
    • Usually made additions rather than deletions
     “For yours is the kingdom and the power and the glory forever. Amen.” ADDED   

  to the original text in Matt. 6:13

5. New Testament Transmission

 a. Did God really “superintend” the process? YES!
  • Over 5,600 manuscripts available for study
  • Most “mistakes” very minor among them
  • Majority of the differences inconsequential
  • The essential message of the NT uncorrupted
  • We CAN truly know what God originally wrote!

 b. Historical events affected transmission of the text (pp. 258-264 in textbook for fuller 
description)

  • Early persecutions
  • Eastern (Greek) vs. Western (Latin) Church separation
  • Lucian of Antioch’s edited Greek NT copied for the Eastern Church
  • Jerome “standardized” a Latin translation (Latin Vulgate) in the 4th century
  • The Wycliff Bible in the 1300s (from the Vulgate)
  • The Tyndale Bible  in the 1500s (from Greek & Hebrew MSS)
  • Gutenberg’s printing press in the 1600s

6. Textual Criticism (Lower Criticism)(Sec. 7.5)

 a. Which readings from the 5,600 manuscripts of the Greek NT are closest to the original?
  • Not a question of theology or liberalism
  • Based on four major “text-types”
    (1) Alexandrian 
    (2) Caesarean
    (3) Western
    (4) Byzantine
  • Most scholars accept the Alexandrian as closest to the original
 
 b. The Byzantine sources gave the foundation for the King James Version Bible
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 c. Principles of Textual Criticism
  • Alexandrian manuscripts are preferred 
    * Oldest known
    * Less likely for scribal additions and errors
  • Manuscripts are not to be counted but weighed
  • The older the manuscript, usually the better
  • The “shorter” reading is preferred
  • Which reading best explains other readings?

Textual Criticism

n Bruce M etzger, The Text
of the New Testament,
Oxford Univ . Press,
2005 (4th Ed.)
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